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Video: A Testimony from a Doctor in Gaza. “This Is
the Worst Humanitarian Catastrophe I Have
Experienced in My Career in Humanitarian
Medicine.”
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[Our thanks to BBC News for this clip.]

Dr. Tanya Haj-Hassan, Pediatric Intensive Care Doctor for Doctors Without Borders, details in
the video below the human suffering of the people in Gaza amid Israel’s targeted airstrikes.

“The entire hospital healthcare system collapsed almost a week ago, it was announced
on  TV  for  the  whole  world  to  see.  In  that  week,  there  has  been  indiscriminate
bombardment,  it’s  targeting  healthcare  facilities,  ambulances,  churches,  mosques,
schools, densely-populated refugee camps — wiping out entire families in a second.
There are almost 1,000 families in the Gaza Strip who have at least two members of
their family killed in the last three weeks.”
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